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Chemically directed structure evolution for crystal
structure prediction
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We present a new method of evolving crystal structures for crystal structure prediction. The method of
chemically directed structure evolution uses chemical models to quantify the environment of atoms and
vacancy sites in a crystal structure, with that information used to inform how to modify the structure to
make a move on the potential energy surface. We have developed a method of chemically directed
swapping, where we swap atoms in the least favourable chemical environments. This method has been
implemented in the crystal structure prediction code ChemDASH (Chemically Directed Atom Swap
Hopping), which explores the potential energy surface using a basin-hopping approach, and evaluates
chemical environments using either the bond valence sum or electrostatic site potential. ChemDASH
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has a variety of methods of initialising structures, optimising structures, and swapping atoms. This gives
ChemDASH the flexibility to be applied to a wide range of systems. We used ChemDASH to examine the
eﬀectiveness of the directed swapping method. Directed swapping finds the ground states of TiO2 and
SrTiO3 faster than random (non-directed) swapping, but is less eﬀective than random swapping for
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Y2Ti2O7.

Introduction
When attempting to discover new materials, the large number
of chemical elements to choose from, which can be arranged
according to a wide variety of possible crystal structure types,
necessitates searching a very large chemical space.2,3 Exploring
the potential energy surface (PES) formed from all possible
arrangements of a set of atoms is an extremely diﬃcult task,
especially given the exponential scaling of the number of
minima on the PES with increasing number of atoms.2,4,5
Nevertheless, a large number of methods used for searching
the PES have been developed,3,6 including: sampling random
structures,7 simulated annealing,8 metadynamics,9,10 and
genetic algorithms.11–15 All of these methods explore the PES
by evolving an initial structure, or set of structures. Here, we
present a new method of evolving structures, where the evolution is chemically directed. This method involves using
chemical models to quantitatively assess the environment of
each atom in the structure, and using this information to direct
how the structure is evolved. In this work, we have chosen to
implement a method of chemically directed swapping, where
atoms in the most unfavourable chemical environments are
swapped to generate new structures.
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We have implemented chemically directed swapping in the
crystal structure prediction code ChemDASH (Chemically
Directed Atom Swap Hopping). ChemDASH uses a simple
basin-hopping algorithm16 to explore the PES, with chemically
directed swapping used to generate new structures. The basinhopping algorithm has previously been employed in approaches involving a guided search through the PES for cluster-based
systems, such as the use of tailored basin-hopping moves,17,18
where atoms are prioritised for swapping based on their neighbours and their coordination numbers, and the generalised basin
hopping method,19–21 which searches for biminima, which are
local minima on the PES from which it is not possible to access a
deeper local minimum by a pairwise atom swap and structure
relaxation. The biminimum approach has been extended beyond
clusters to biomolecules.22 In our approach we measure the
chemical environment by analysing the current relaxed structure
to determine which ions have a bond valence sum furthest from
ideal, or by computing an electrostatic site potential for each ion to
compare to an optimum value. Initial structures are generated by
populating sites on intersecting orthorhombic grids of anions or
cations, or by populating a close-packed grid of anion sites and
placing cations in tetrahedral and octahedral interstitial sites.
Structures are optimised using either force-fields (with GULP23)
or Density Functional Theory (with VASP24). We have implemented
an algorithm that can efficiently swap the positions of any number
of ions and/or vacancies in a structure. ChemDASH can be used
within the probe structure-based materials discovery approach,25
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in which it has already played a role in discovering a new
compound.26
In this work, we first describe the method of chemically
directed swapping. We will show how the bond valence sum27
and electrostatic site potential23 can be used to quantitatively
measure the chemical environment of each ion in a crystal
structure. We then explain how we use these values to rank ions
and vacancy sites according to their chemical environment,
and how these rankings are used to select which ions are
swapped. We introduce ChemDASH, detailing how structures
are initialised, optimised, and accepted/rejected; as well as
showing how ions are swapped to generate new structures.
We then use ChemDASH to investigate how eﬀective chemically
directed swapping is at finding the ground states of titanium
dioxide (TiO2), strontium titanate (SrTiO3) and yttrium titanate
(Y2Ti2O7) compared to swapping atoms at random. The detailed
explanation of the ChemDASH swapping algorithm is given in
the Appendix.

Chemically directed swapping
The method of chemically directed structure evolution is motivated by using chemistry to determine how the PES is explored.
In an ideal crystal structure, we would expect each atom to be in
an optimal chemical environment. Therefore, by quantitatively
assessing the environment for each atom in structures generated whilst exploring a PES, we can determine the atoms in the
least favourable chemical environments. We can then prioritise
modifying these atoms when forming a new crystal structure to
further explore the PES. Once we have a value for the chemical
environment of each atom we take the diﬀerence between the
value we find and the ideal value for each atom and rank the
atoms of each species on that basis. It is also advantageous to
consider moving atoms into vacancy sites when forming new
structures, e.g., interstitial cation sites in close-packed lattices.
Therefore, we also rank vacancies according to the chemical
environment each atom in the structure would have if
it occupied the vacancy. For atoms, the rankings run from
the atom in the worst environment to the atom in the best
environment. For vacancies the rankings are reversed, they run
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from the best environment for a particular atom to the worst.
We have investigated two diﬀerent measures of the chemical
environment for each atom: the bond valence sum (BVS),27 and
the electrostatic site potential.23 These models are examples of
how we can quantify the chemical environment of atoms and
vacancies in crystal structures but we are free to use alternative
chemical models within our method of chemically directed
structure evolution. We have chosen to use the environment
rankings to perform atom swaps. Once we have chosen the
species of the atoms to be swapped, the atom rankings list the
order for choosing which particular atoms of each species are
to be swapped. This allows us to swap atoms in bad environments with one another, or to move atoms from sites with a bad
environment into vacancies with a good environment for the
particular atom. The chemically directed swapping method is
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Ranking atoms and vacancies
We have considered three methods of measuring the chemical
environment of atoms in a crystal structure: the bond valence
sum, the electrostatic site potential, and a measure combining
the bond valence sum and electrostatic site potential (referred
to as ‘‘BVS+’’). The bond valence sum and site potential can be
simply calculated for all atoms, enabling us to direct atom–
atom swaps. We also need to calculate bond valence sum and
site potential values for vacancy sites. The electrostatic site
potential can be calculated for any site regardless of whether or
not an atom is present. However, a value for the bond valence
sum cannot be calculated for a vacancy. Instead, we determine
a set of BVS values for each vacancy, by assuming the vacancy is
occupied by each species of atom present in the structure.
Hence we have a set of rankings for vacancies with the bond
valence sum, depending on the atom chosen to occupy the
vacancy. This then enables us to use the bond valence sum
to determine the best vacancy site for any given atom in the
structure.
Bond valence sum
The bond valence model is an empirical model that describes
bipartite chemical bonding. For all of the bonds made by a

Fig. 1 The chemically directed swapping method. We take a structure produced through any method of crystal structure prediction, then rank each
species of atoms according to their chemical environment, from worst to best. The numbered labels on each atom represent these rankings, with a set of
rankings each for the red and blue atoms. When swapping atoms, we prioritise atoms at the top of the rankings for each species. Hence, the red atom
‘‘1’’ is swapped with the blue atom ‘‘1’’, and the red atom ‘‘2’’ is swapped with the blue atom ‘‘2’’. Structure models are produced using VESTA.1
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particular atom, the valence sum rule states that the sum of the
bond valences will equal the atomic valence of the atom in the
ionic limit, Vi, i.e.,27
X
Vi ¼
Sij :
(1)
j

We use the following expression for the bond valence, Sij27


R0  Rij
:
(2)
Sij ¼ exp
B
In this work, we use the value B = 0.37 and take the materialdependent parameters for R0 from the literature.28,29 When
calculating the bond valence sum for atom i, we consider the
bond valence for all atoms within a radial cutoﬀ of 10 Å. The
values of R0 and B are determined empirically, so whilst they
and the exponential form of eqn (2) are chosen to reflect the
repulsive potential between atoms, the bond valence sum does
not directly incorporate repulsion between ions whose charge
has the same sign.27
For each atom, the ideal value of the bond valence sum is
the atomic valence. Therefore, we take the diﬀerence between
the calculated value of the bond valence sum and the atomic
valence for each atom, and rank atoms on that basis. Atoms
with a large diﬀerence between the values are in a bad chemical
environment, and hence are prioritised for swapping.

We then combine the rankings such that, when considering a
cation to occupy the vacancy, we first consider the cation
vacancies, then the anion vacancies. For anion species occupying
the vacancy, we first consider anion vacancies, then cation
vacancies. This means then that the final sets of rankings for
vacancies consist of vacancies with the correct sign for the site
potential, ranked by BVS values, followed by vacancies with the
incorrect sign for the site potential, ranked by BVS values. The
idea behind this is to account for the repulsion between like
ions when using the BVS to indicate the suitability of a vacancy
for a particular ionic species.
Swapping atoms
Whichever method has been chosen for ranking atoms and
vacancies, we now have a set of rankings from worst to best
environment for each atomic species, and a set of rankings for
the vacancies from best to worst environment for each species
of occupying atom. When it comes to swapping atoms, these
rankings can now be used to inform the choice of atoms and
vacancies either by working from the top of the rankings,
choosing based on a distribution biased towards the top of
each ranking list, or any other method. In this work, we choose
to draw atoms and vacancies from the top of the appropriate
ranking list to maximise the potential benefits of our directed
swapping approach.

Electrostatic site potential
The electrostatic site potential is a measure of the coulomb
interaction experienced by a unit charge at a given position in
space.23 The site potential is given by
X qj
Vi ¼
;
(3)
r
jai ij
for a site i in the structure, where qj is the charge on ion j and rij
is the distance between site i and ion j. By accounting for the
potentials of ions surrounding the site of interest, repulsive
forces are directly incorporated into the site potential.23 Ions in
deep potentials, of the opposite sign to their charge, have the
correct set of nearby surrounding atoms. Therefore, we rank
atoms according to the ratio of the site potential to the charge,
Vi/qi, such that atoms with large, positive values of Vi/qi are
prioritised for swapping, since they lie in the wrong potentials.
Combined bond valence sum and electrostatic site
potential – BVS+
The final method used to rank the chemical environment of
atom and vacancy sites combines the bond valence sum with
the electrostatic site potential. In this method, bond valence
sum values are calculated for atoms as above. We then rank
atoms according to their bond valence sum values, however, for
vacancies we first use the sign of the site potential value to
determine whether the vacancy in question is a cation or an
anion site (i.e., a positive site potential is an anion site, a
negative site potential is a cation site). Ranking vacancies is
then a two-step process; we first separate cation vacancies and
anion vacancies and rank them according to their BVS values.
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ChemDASH
Our method of chemically directed swapping is implemented
in the crystal structure prediction code ChemDASH. Fig. 2
shows the general procedure followed when running ChemDASH.
ChemDASH implements a Monte-Carlo basin-hopping algorithm
to search structures. We note however that the directed swapping
method could in principle be implemented with any one of a
range of search algorithms. There are two variants of the basinhopping algorithm, which diﬀer by the geometry in which we
swap the atoms, we can either perform the swap in the structure
after it has been optimised, or return to the unoptimised structure, and swap atoms in that geometry. In ChemDASH, swapping
atoms in optimised and unoptimised geometries are both
supported. ChemDASH has already played a significant role in
the discovery of new compounds,26 with application to the
method of probe structure based materials discovery.25 ChemDASH
is written in python version 3.5+ and depends on the atomic
simulation environment (ASE),30 spglib,31 and their subsequent
dependencies. ChemDASH has been released under the terms of
the GNU General Public Licence, and the source code is available
at: https://github.com/lrcfmd/ChemDASH.
Initialisation
We begin by generating an initial structure containing the set of
atoms supplied by the user. This can be done by supplying a
CIF file containing a structure to use as a starting point, which
is useful when focussing on a particular structure type or for
considering dopants in known structures. Otherwise, we choose
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Fig. 3 Populating orthorhombic initialisation grids in ChemDASH. The
interpenetrating grids are set up in (a), with white sites available for anions
and black sites available for cations. In (b), some of those sites are
populated by atoms, and the unused sites shown in grey are listed as
vacancies. Structure models are produced using VESTA.1

Fig. 2 A flow chart detailing the ChemDASH method for searching a
potential energy surface. We begin by generating and optimising an initial
structure, and then pass that structure to the basin-hopping loop where
new structures are generated until the threshold for the number of new
structures to consider is reached.

either an ‘‘orthorhombic’’ or a ‘‘close-packed’’ initialisation lattice
and populate the appropriate sites in the chosen lattice with cations
and anions. This ensures that the atoms start in positions that will
encourage bipartite bonding during optimisation, and also ensures
that atoms lie a suﬃcient distance apart from one another. This is
necessary because it is known that a substantial fraction of the PES
corresponds to structures in which some atoms are very close
together, and this region contains almost no minima.7 For both
initialisation grid types we first determine the number of grid
points for the anions, and the spacing between each anion grid
point along the a, b and c axes from user input. We then identify
the available sites for cations and anions, and populate those sites
randomly with the desired atoms, on an element-by-element basis.
Once all of the atoms have been distributed onto the initialisation
grid, all unoccupied grid points can be recorded in the structure as
vacancies.
Orthorhombic initialisation grids
We build two interpenetrated primitive orthorhombic grids;
one for cations and one for anions. Fig. 3 shows how orthorhombic initialisation grids are set up and populated. Each
orthorhombic grid has a  b  c grid points, so there are
a  b  c grid points available each for cations and anions.
As shown in Fig. 3, once we have established the cation and
anion sites, they are populated by the user-specified set of
atoms. Any leftover sites are listed as vacancies.
Close-packed initialisation grids
When creating an initialisation grid according to close-packing
rules, we can stack anion layers in either the hexagonal close
packed sequence, the cubic close packed sequence, or any
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specified sequence provided it does not contain any repeated
layers. We can also let ChemDASH generate a random sequence
of anion layers. With the anion stacking sequence established,
we then identify the interstitial tetrahedral and octahedral sites
available for cations. This means that there will be three times
as many sites available for cations as there will be for anions.
We can also use either oblique or centred rectangular lattices
for the 2D layers of close-packed anions.
Structure optimisation
Once we have a structure we must optimise the atomic positions to their local energy minimum.32–34 Structural optimisation and energy calculations in ChemDASH are handled by
interfacing to existing materials modelling codes. ChemDASH
currently supports optimisation using the force-field code
GULP23 and the density functional theory (DFT) code VASP,24
which allows ChemDASH to be applied to a broad range
of systems. In this work, we will focus exclusively on using
GULP in ChemDASH. Use of the VASP mode has been reported
previously.26
ChemDASH has the ability to run structural optimisations
consisting of multiple stages, where each stage is a run of the
chosen optimisation software with a particular set of input
parameters. For example, this can involve switching between
conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton algorithms, or using
diﬀerent step sizes, etc. When optimising with DFT, we also
enforce a stringent convergence condition for optimisations.
Whilst VASP concludes a calculation after the forces on the
atoms are suﬃciently well converged, this will likely be after a
number of self-consistent field (SCF) cycles, during which the
basis functions accumulate history from the previous steps of
the optimisation, which may influence the final values.
We therefore run the final stage of any DFT optimisation until
it converges within a single SCF cycle, or else a defined
maximum number of convergence calculations are performed.
In order to maximise the eﬃciency of the code, we screen
our structures at each stage in order to eliminate those which
are not likely to be successfully optimised. After each stage of
the optimisation, we abandon the relaxation if GULP/VASP
failed to perform the calculation, if the calculation times out
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(where the time limit is supplied by the user), or if the energy or
the norm of the gradient (gnorm, the root mean square
gradient per variable) are not representable as floating point
numbers, i.e., they have blown up to an extremely large value.
The gnorm provides a rough guide to convergence, where a
small value indicates that the optimisation has entered the
harmonic region.23 Therefore, for GULP we can also impose a
maximum value of the final gnorm for any stage of the
optimisation, where the optimisation is abandoned if this value
is exceeded. In addition, if a swap results in a structure that has
already been considered (i.e., the same atoms occupy the same
absolute positions as in a previous structure), the structure is
immediately rejected before relaxation. This improves performance by ensuring calculations are not repeated. Whilst some
other structure prediction codes can impose symmetry constraints onto initial structures and/or during optimisation,7
ChemDASH does not do this at present. Therefore, after optimising each structure, we determine the symmetry and transform the unit cell to its standard setting.31 We have found that
this can have the eﬀect of improving the number of structures
that are successfully optimised, particularly when swapping
atoms in optimised geometries and optimising structures using
force-fields.
Identifying vacancy sites
When a crystal structure is optimised, the atomic positions,
unit cell dimensions and angles can all change considerably.34
Therefore, when swaps are based on the optimised geometries,
we must re-examine the optimised structure to determine
where vacancy sites lie. In ChemDASH, we do this by using a
vacancy grid. This consists of a Cartesian grid of points placed
onto the structure. We then need to ensure that vacancies
do not lie too close to atoms, so we remove all points that lie
within a user-specified exclusion radius of an atom, as shown
in Fig. 4. In addition, as we swap atoms, we also remove
vacancies within the exclusion radius of any vacancy that is
chosen to be occupied by an atom. This is because it would
otherwise be possible to place two atoms into nearby vacancies,
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resulting in those atoms being unphysically close to one
another. This issue is particularly important for the directed
swapping method, where it is likely that nearby vacancies will
have similarly favourable environments for a particular atomic
species.
Swapping atoms
New structures are generated by swapping the positions of
atoms and/or vacancies in the current structure. We always
ensure that all swaps are non-trivial, that is to say, every atom
and vacancy involved in the swap is replaced by an atom, or
vacancy, of a diﬀerent species. The procedure for swapping
atoms is identical regardless of whether or not we use our
directed swapping method. There are four stages involved in
choosing the atoms to be swapped in ChemDASH:
 choose which species of atoms in the structure are available to be swapped – the swap group,
 choose the total number of atoms to be swapped, m,
 choose how many atoms of each species in the swap group
will be swapped,
 choose the specific atoms to swap.
This procedure ensures that a non-trivial swap is guaranteed
to be performed.
We first randomly choose the group of atoms that will be
involved in the swap. This swap group is a set of species from
which we will choose the atoms to swap, immediately neglecting all
atoms of the remaining species. This enables swapping to be
targeted to the most appropriate atoms. The possible groups are:
 cations – non-trivially swap a set of cations,
 anions – non-trivially swap a set of anions,
 atoms – non-trivially swap any atoms, but not vacancies,
 all – non-trivially swap any atoms and vacancies,
 atoms-vacancies – choose a set of atoms and swap each
one with a vacancy.
Note that the ‘‘all’’ group diﬀers from the ‘‘atoms-vacancies’’
group in that the ‘‘all’’ group consists of atom–atom swaps
and/or atom–vacancy swaps, whereas the ‘‘atoms-vacancies’’
group is restricted to atom–vacancy swaps. In addition, custom

Fig. 4 Schematic showing how vacancy sites are identified by use of a vacancy grid in ChemDASH. In (a) we take an optimised structure and then in (b)
apply a Cartesian grid of vacancy sites. We then remove all vacancy sites that lie within the exclusion radius of the atoms in the optimised structure,
reducing the set of vacancies to those shown in (c). Structure models are produced using VESTA.1
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swap groups can be specified that enable swaps to be restricted
to atoms of particular species, for example, ‘‘Sr–O’’ would
restrict swaps to Sr and O atoms. In this specification, vacancies are denoted as ‘‘X’’.30 Custom swap groups can be constructed from any combination of elements, provided there are
at least two elements present in the swap group and all of the
elements are present in the structure. The choice of which swap
groups to use, and how much each one is weighted, can be
specified by the user.
Once a swap group is chosen it, together with the structure
under consideration, defines a maximum number of atoms
that can be swapped non-trivially, N. Fig. 5 shows how this
maximum value is determined. We first consider all of the
atoms in the chosen swap group and identify the species with
the largest number of atoms. We then neglect this species
and determine the total number of remaining atoms. Fig. 5(a)
shows that the maximum number of atoms that can be
swapped is then twice this total, corresponding to a swap where
every atom from the less abundant species is swapped with one
from the most abundant species. This maximum is capped by
the total number of atoms of the chosen swap group in the
structure.
ChemDASH then chooses the actual number of atoms to
swap, m, by a weighted choice. The weights wm are determined
such that it is more likely to swap a smaller number of atoms
than it is to swap a larger number. The default set of weights
are set according to the arithmetic sequence:
wm = wm1  1, where w2 = N  1

(4)

for 2 r m r N. By definition, this sequence always yields that
wN = 1. ChemDASH also oﬀers the ability to pin the probability
of swapping two atoms to a preset value, with all weights for
three atoms up to the maximum set according to the sequence
in eqn (4). Alternative weighting schemes are implemented in
ChemDASH, we have a set of uniform weights where swaps of
any number of atoms up to the maximum are equally likely, we
have a geometrically decreasing sequence of weights rather
than an arithmetic one, and a scheme focussing on pairwise
swaps by assigning them a defined probability. ChemDASH
then follows an algorithm that eﬃciently performs a non-trivial
swap of the chosen number of atoms in the chosen swap group.
The details of this algorithm are given in the Appendix. It is in
the final stage of the process of swapping atoms – when the

particular atoms in a structure are chosen – that the directed
swapping method comes into play in ChemDASH. When using
the directed swapping method, for each species we choose the
particular atoms from the set of available atoms at the top of
the ranked list of atoms of that species.
Repeated structures
With our implementation of the directed swapping method,
there is a far greater likelihood of revisiting structures that have
already been considered compared to swapping atoms that are
chosen at random. This is by virtue of the fact that the atoms
involved in each swap are drawn from the top of the ranking
list for each species. In order to combat this, we have taken
inspiration from the minima hopping algorithm35 and related
methods16,36 to ensure an eﬃcient exploration of the PES. The
minima hopping algorithm states that if a move across the PES
(a molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory in the case of the
original algorithm) results in a minimum that has already been
visited, then the kinetic energy should be increased for the next
MD trajectory. Conversely, if the move results in a new minimum,
then the kinetic energy for the next MD trajectory should be
reduced.
We have applied these ideas to our directed swapping
method by modifying the number of atoms available from
each ranking list as we encounter repeated structures. Initially,
if p atoms of a particular species are to be swapped, we take the
first p atoms from the ranked list for that species. However, if
this swap results in a structure that has been considered
previously, then we make another atom available for the next
swap, i.e., we choose p atoms from the set of p + 1 atoms at the
top of each ranked list. If further repeated structures are
generated, then we make a further atom available each time.
However, when a new minimum is visited, i.e., we accept a new
structure, we reset the number of extra atoms considered
to zero.
Accepting structures
Once the final energy of an optimised structure has been
obtained, we must decide whether or not to accept this new
structure to replace the current structure. To do so, we use the
Metropolis criterion:37


Enew  Ecurrent
;
(5)
R o exp 
kT
where Enew is the energy of the new structure, Ecurrent is the
energy of the current structure and 0 r R r 1 is a randomly
chosen acceptance threshold. The new structure replaces the
current structure if this criterion is fulfilled.

Fig. 5 Demonstration of the maximum number of atoms that can be
non-trivially swapped, N. (a) For the selected group of atoms, we disregard
the most abundant red atoms, and hence the total number of blue and
green atoms is four. Therefore, the maximum number of atoms we can
swap non-trivially is eight, as shown, i.e., 2 r m r 8. (b) An example
of those eight atoms being swapped non-trivially, where every blue and
green atom swaps with a red atom.

18210 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2020, 22, 18205--18218

Results and discussion
In order to investigate the performance of the directed swapping algorithm in ChemDASH, we have run the code for three
systems: 24 atoms of titanium dioxide (TiO2), 20 atoms of
strontium titanate (SrTiO3), and 22 atoms of yttrium titanate
(Y2Ti2O7). Each of these systems crystallises in a diﬀerent
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structure type, and the oxidation states of each species are well
defined in the atomic limit, i.e., Sr2+, Ti4+, Y3+, O2. Hence, this
will show how ChemDASH performs for a variety of systems.
For each system we have tested the three methods of directed
swapping alongside random swapping (i.e., no directed swapping),
with swaps performed in optimised geometries. We measured the
number of basin hopping (BH) moves, which are the number of
times we swap atoms to generate a new structure (i.e., going around
the loop in Fig. 2) that are required until we achieve the ground
state structure. The fewer BH moves required, the faster ChemDASH finds the ground state. For each system, we have run
ChemDASH thirty times for a given number of BH moves, and
averaged the results over the thirty runs. This average gives the
expected number of BH moves required to find the ground state for
a particular system with either random swapping, or a particular
method of directed swapping.
However, quoting errors on this average is not straightforward. Firstly, the number of BH moves has a strict lower bound
of zero, so the distribution is intrinsically positively skewed.
Secondly, the Monte-Carlo method of exploring the PES means
that the set of BH moves are not independent events. This is
because, regardless of the method of swapping used, we are
evolving a structure as we progress, and therefore expect to
reach a lower-energy regime as the run progresses. Indeed,
when considering all of the structures that relax to the ground
state, we find that 50% of them have initial energies within
4.5 eV per atom of the ground state and relatively few have
initial energies far from the ground state, with the largest
relative initial energy being 100 eV per atom above the ground
state. Hence, the trials we have conducted do not form a
Gaussian distribution. We have therefore chosen to characterise our results by quoting the first four moments of the
distributions of BH moves. These moments are the: mean,
variance, skewness and kurtosis of the distribution.
For all of the distributions of BH moves that we obtain, we
expect that the value of the skew will be positive due to the fact
that each value in the distribution has a lower bound of zero.
For a Gaussian distribution, the kurtosis has a value of three.
A kurtosis smaller than this signifies a distribution with
thinner tails and fewer and less extreme outliers than a
Gaussian distribution. If the kurtosis is larger than three, then
the distribution has wider tails, and hence produces more
outliers than the normal distribution.
Each of the ChemDASH runs were initialised on orthorhombic initialisation grids, with anion grid points separated
by 3.46 Å – so the minimum cation–anion distance is 3 Å, whilst
like ions are separated by at least 3.46 Å. These values should
help to promote bipartite bonding, without forcing cations and
anions to be too close together. For TiO2 there were 3  3  3
cation and anion grid points, for SrTiO3 we used 2  2  3 grid
points each for cations and anions, and cation and anion
initialisation grids with 2  3  3 points were used for
Y2Ti2O7. These values were chosen to accommodate each
composition on the smallest possible initialisation grid. This
should ensure that we do not have an initial structure consisting of
separate fragments that are unlikely to join up during relaxation.7
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Table 1 The Buckingham force-field parameters used for TiO2, SrTiO3,
and Y2Ti2O7 from literature38,39

Interaction

A (eV)

r (Å)

C (eV Å6)

O2–O2
Sr2+–O2
Ti4+–O2
Y3+–O2

1388.77
1952.39
4590.7279
23 000

0.36262
0.33685
0.261
0.24203

175
19.22
0
0

When swapping atoms, we chose from the full set of swap groups
involving two species of atoms. For example, for SrTiO3 we considered the swap groups: Sr–Ti, Sr–O, Ti–O, Sr–X, Ti–X, O–X. The
value of kT was 0.025 eV per atom. We have optimised the structures
using force-fields in GULP, which consisted of Buckingham
potentials with a cut-off of 12 Å. The parameters used for each
interaction are taken from the literature38,39 and given in Table 1.
We employed a three-stage procedure for each optimisation:
(1) Optimise the unit cell only (with conjugate gradient
algorithm),
(2) Optimise atoms and cell (with conjugate gradient
algorithm),
(3) Optimise atoms and cell (with quasi-Newton algorithm,
BFGS update method).
Both the conjugate gradient and quasi-Newton algorithms
evaluate the energy at a point x + dx by expanding the energy as
a Taylor series.40 In the case of the conjugate gradient method,
the Taylor expansion is truncated at the first order term,
with each new search direction constructed orthogonally to
all previous search directions.41 The quasi-Newton method
includes terms up to second order. Given that the PES is quadratic
around minima, it is totally determined by the Hessian matrix of
second derivatives of the energy. However, the Hessian is not
known exactly, so in quasi-Newton schemes an initial approximation of the Hessian (or its inverse) is improved as the optimisation progresses.34 Here, we use the BFGS method to update the
Hessian matrix during the optimisation.33
This three-stage procedure is necessary because, given that
ChemDASH does not impose constraints on symmetry, our
starting structure is likely to lie far from its local minimum on
the PES. We have found that using this procedure maximises the
number of structures successfully optimised by GULP. The unit
cell can change in all stages, but fractional atomic positions are
fixed for the first stage of the relaxation. We use the low-memory
BFGS algorithm in GULP, as this algorithm is written in parallel.
We used a step size of 0.1 in the first two stages of the relaxation,
increasing to 0.5 in the final stage. Cell vectors and atomic
positions were optimized until the gnorm fell below 0.075.
Titanium dioxide
For TiO2, the ground state takes on the rutile structure, but the
anatase and brookite polymorphs are metastable. Any individual run of ChemDASH can find more than one of these
polymorphs, even by hopping out of the rutile ground state.
Therefore, we have considered both the number of basin
hopping moves required to find the rutile structure, and the
number of moves to find any one of the three polymorphs.
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The results for TiO2 are shown in Table 2. As expected, in all
cases the distributions of BH moves are positively skewed.
Focussing first on the rutile ground state of TiO2, random
swapping gives an average of 425 basin hopping moves to
achieve the rutile structure. For all of the directed swapping
methods, there is a considerable improvement, BVS directed
swapping gives a factor of 2.4 improvement in the number of basin
hopping moves compared to random swapping, the site potential
shows a factor of 1.5 improvement, and the BVS+ method has a
factor of 1.4 improvement over random swapping. Looking further
to consider the three stable polymorphs, we firstly see that regardless
of the method of swapping, ChemDASH achieves at least one of the
polymorphs in each run of the code. With directed swapping, there
is an improvement over random swapping by a factor of 1.22–1.47.
Our results show that for TiO2 directed swapping improves the
performance of ChemDASH in finding any of the three stable
polymorphs, and in finding the rutile ground state in particular.
Strontium titanate
Focussing first on swapping atoms in optimised geometries,
Table 3 shows that when running ChemDASH with SrTiO3, the
perovskite ground state structure is achieved at some point in
every run. When looking at the average number of basin
hopping moves required to reach the ground state, we find
for SrTiO3 that the number of moves is almost the same when
using BVS directed swapping compared to random swapping.
When directing swaps using the site potential, there is a factor
of 1.4 improvement in the number of moves required to find
the ground state, and a factor of 1.2 improvement when using
the BVS+ method. This suggests that the site potential is the
better method to use when directing swaps for SrTiO3. The
relative success of the site potential compared to the BVS for
this system may be down to the fact that cation–cation repulsions are directly accounted for by the site potential, and that
these repulsions may play a larger role in SrTiO3 compared to
TiO2 since the cation : anion ratio is higher.
Choice of geometry for basin hopping
There are two variants of the basin hopping algorithm, which
diﬀer by the geometry in which we perform the move from one

structure to the next, i.e., swap atoms in ChemDASH. We have
focussed so far on swapping atoms in optimised structures.
Alternatively, the basin hopping algorithm can be implemented
where atoms are swapped in the original, unoptimised geometries.
ChemDASH can run in both modes, so we have taken the
opportunity to directly compare the performance of both implementations of the method for finding the ground state of SrTiO3.
The results for swapping in unoptimised structures are shown in
the lower part of Table 3. We can immediately see that the number
of basin hopping moves required to find the ground state
is considerably more than it was for swapping in optimised
geometries. In fact, for the random, BVS, site potential and BVS+
methods of swapping, we find a factor of B3 improvement in the
number of BH moves required to find the ground state for SrTiO3
when swapping in optimised geometries. Similarly, the variance of
the distribution when swapping in unoptimised geometries is an
order of magnitude greater than the variance found when swapping in optimised geometries. These results tie in with findings for
other methods based on the basin hopping algorithm.42–44
Yttrium titanate
When swapping at random for Y2Ti2O7, we find the pyrochlore
ground state in each run of ChemDASH, in an average of
167 basin hopping moves as shown in Table 4. However, when
we consider directed swapping, the situation is very diﬀerent.
For all methods of directed swapping, there are runs of the code
where the ground state is not achieved, and the average number
of moves required to reach the ground state is 2.6–3.6 times as
many as the moves required when swapping atoms at random.
Looking at the other moments of the distributions, we can see
that the variance is an order of magnitude larger for directed
swapping compared to random swapping, and the distribution
of BH moves for random swapping is more strongly skewed and
has a considerably larger kurtosis compared to the distributions for directed swapping. Indeed, the kurtosis for random
swapping implies that this distribution features more outliers
than a normal distribution, whereas the distributions for
directed swapping all imply the presence of fewer outliers
than a normal distribution. The performance of each method
of directed swapping compared to random swapping for TiO2,

Table 2 Results for TiO2 averaged over 30 runs of ChemDASH each with 2000 basin hopping moves. In a single run of ChemDASH it is possible to find
multiple polymorphs of TiO2. Parameters: kT = 0.025 eV per atom, vacancy grid points separated by 1 Å, exclusion radius of 2 Å. Swap groups: Ti–O, Ti–X,
O–X

Random swapping

BVS swapping

Site potential swapping

BVS+ swapping

Finding the rutile ground state of TiO2
No. of runs that achieve rutile TiO2
Average no. of BH moves to find rutile TiO2
Variance of the distribution of BH moves
Skewness of the distribution of BH moves
Kurtosis of the distribution of BH moves

30/30
426
1.38  105
1.20
0.408

28/30
178
1.29  104
1.37
2.67

28/30
278
3.13  104
0.341
0.944

29/30
252
5.23  104
1.24
0.809

Finding any of the stable polymorphs of TiO2
No. of runs that achieve rutile, anatase or brookite TiO2
Average no. of BH moves to find rutile, anatase or brookite
Variance of the distribution of BH moves
Skewness of the distribution of BH moves
Kurtosis of the distribution of BH moves

30/30
138
7.82  103
0.769
0.212

30/30
95
4.53  103
0.914
0.360

30/30
94
6.50  103
1.79
3.33

30/30
113
1.22  104
1.28
1.26
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Table 3 Results for SrTiO3 averaged over 30 runs of ChemDASH each with 1000 basin hopping moves when swapping in optimised geometries, and
5000 basin hopping moves when swapping in unoptimised geometries. Parameters: kT = 0.025 eV per atom, vacancy grid points separated by 1 Å,
exclusion radius of 2 Å. Swap groups: Sr–Ti, Sr–O, Ti–O, Sr–X, Ti–X, O–X

Random swapping

BVS swapping

Site potential swapping

BVS+ swapping

Swapping in optimised geometries
No. of runs that achieve SrTiO3
Average no. of BH moves to find SrTiO3
Variance of the distribution of BH moves
Skewness of the distribution of BH moves
Kurtosis of the distribution of BH moves

30/30
219
3.54  104
1.30
1.16

30/30
211
2.50  104
0.774
0.473

30/30
154
2.67  104
1.85
3.89

30/30
176
2.11  104
1.76
4.17

Swapping in unoptimised geometries
No. of runs that achieve SrTiO3
Average no. of BH moves to find SrTiO3
Variance of the distribution of BH moves
Skewness of the distribution of BH moves
Kurtosis of the distribution of BH moves

27/30
813
4.52  105
0.519
1.09

28/30
610
2.87  105
0.926
0.198

28/30
561
2.82  105
1.27
1.10

28/30
548
1.92  105
0.884
0.290

Table 4 Results for Y2Ti2O7 averaged over 30 runs of ChemDASH each with 2000 basin hopping moves. Parameters: kT = 0.025 eV per atom, vacancy
grid points separated by 1 Å, exclusion radius of 2 Å. Swap groups: Y–Ti, Y–O, Ti–O, Y–X, Ti–X, O–X

No. of runs that achieve Y2Ti2O7
Average no. of BH moves to find Y2Ti2O7
Variance of the distribution of BH moves
Skewness of the distribution of BH moves
Kurtosis of the distribution of BH moves

Random swapping

BVS swapping

Site potential swapping

BVS+ swapping

30/30
167
1.23  104
2.62
9.27

27/30
436
1.58  105
1.09
0.0663

29/30
605
1.31  105
1.08
0.421

28/30
470
1.43  105
1.24
1.09

Fig. 6 The mean number of basin hopping moves required to find the
ground states of TiO2, SrTiO3, and Y2Ti2O7 for the BVS (green squares), site
potential (blue circles), and BVS+ (yellow triangles) methods of directed
swapping compared to random swapping. For points below the dashed
line y = x, directed swapping performs better than random swapping,
whilst points above the line represent systems where directed swapping
performs worse than random swapping.

SrTiO3, and Y2Ti2O7 is shown in Fig. 6. All of the points for TiO2
and SrTiO3 lie below the diagonal, demonstrating that each
method of directed swapping performs better than random
swapping for these systems, although the ordering of the
directed swapping methods is different for the two systems.
For Y2Ti2O7, all three points lie considerably above the
diagonal, showing a significant drop in performance for all
methods of directed swapping compared to random swapping.

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2020

From both Table 4 and Fig. 6, we can clearly see that for
Y2Ti2O7, directed swapping – especially using the site potential –
makes the performance of ChemDASH considerably worse.
Fig. 7 shows the maximum, minimum and mean energies
across each of the thirty runs for each method of swapping for
Y2Ti2O7 at each point in the run. For all of the methods of
swapping, one of the runs achieves the ground state energy
fairly quickly, so the minimum energy rapidly reaches the
ground state in all cases. When comparing random swapping
to all of the methods of directed swapping, two observations are
apparent. Firstly, the maximum energy is generally higher for
directed swapping than it is for random swapping, particularly
early in the run. Secondly, when swapping at random the mean
energy can be seen to track more closely towards the minimum
energy than the maximum energy, but for all methods of
directed swapping, the average energy follows a trajectory closer
to halfway between the maximum and minimum energies.
This suggests that the maximum energy is a relative outlier
for random swapping, with most energies much closer to the
minimum energy, but for directed swapping there is a more
even spread of energies between the thirty runs.
Fig. 8 shows the mean energy values across the thirty runs
for all of our systems. This allows us to compare the performance of the directed swapping methods for each system
throughout the runs. The plots for TiO2 and SrTiO3 show all
of the curves following the same trajectory of decreasing
average energy, approaching the ground state. For TiO2, the
average energy values at the end of each set of runs oscillate
between the energies of the stable polymorphs. For SrTiO3, we
find that average energy reaches the ground state energy in all
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Fig. 7 The maximum (red), minimum (green), and mean (black) energies at each basin hopping move over the thirty runs of ChemDASH for Y2Ti2O7.
The plots show (a) random swapping, (b) BVS swapping, (c) site potential swapping, and (d) BVS+ swapping.

cases, i.e., all of the runs for each method of swapping achieve
the ground state and finish there. The plot for Y2Ti2O7 shows a
diﬀerent picture. We can immediately see that this time the
four curves do not follow the same trajectory. From 100 basin
hopping moves onwards, the average energy for random swapping (black line in Fig. 8(c)), always tracks a lower energy than
the average energy for all of the methods of directed swapping.
Clearly then, our methods of chemically directed swapping
have an unexpected eﬀect on the search for the ground
state of Y2Ti2O7, such that it is more diﬃcult to achieve the
correct ground state structure when using directed swapping.
To understand how this is the case, we must examine more
closely how well the bond valence sum and site potential apply
to the ground state structure of Y2Ti2O7.
Understanding directed swapping for yttrium titanate
To understand why directed swapping performs badly for
Y2Ti2O7, we have looked into the values of the bond valence
sum and site potential for the atoms in the experimental
ground state structure,45 and the ground state structures that
result from optimising this structure using our force-field and
DFT (with VASP). For the DFT optimisation, we used the PBE
functional46 with the projector augmented wave approach to

18214 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2020, 22, 18205--18218

treat core electrons.47 A 3  3  3 k-point grid was used with a
plane wave cutoﬀ of 600 eV. The cell vectors and atomic
positions were optimized until forces fell below 0.01 eV Å1.
We note that the temperature of the experimental structure is
293 K,45 whereas the computed structures are evaluated at 0 K.
The ground state of Y2Ti2O7 takes on the pyrochlore structure
with the space group Fd3% m. This means that Y atoms lie on the
16d sites, Ti atoms lie on the 16c sites, whilst O atoms are split
between the 8b and 48f sites. The lattice parameters, bond
valence sum and site potential values for the experimental,
force-field, and DFT ground states are shown in Table 5. For the
experimental structure, the bond valence sum values for the
Y, Ti, and O(48f) atoms are very close to the expected values.
However, the O(8b) atoms are overbonded, with a BVS value
much larger than expected. This is often found to be the case
for pyrochlore structures.28,48,49 The eﬀect of the force-field on
this structure is to isotropically expand the unit cell, i.e., the
lattice parameter is larger. As a result, the bond valence sum
values for Y, O(8b) and O(48f) atoms are all quite far away from
the expected values. For the DFT ground state, we can see in
Table 5 that the lattice parameter is smaller than that for
the force-field ground state, and consequently the BVS and
site potential values are much closer to the values for the
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Table 5 Lattice parameters and values of the bond valence sum and site
potential for the experimental structure of Y2Ti2O7 (at 293 K) from
literature,45 after the experimental structure is optimised using our
force-field, and after the experimental structure is optimised using DFT.
The bond valence sum is calculated from eqn (1) and (2), with B = 0.37. The
site potential is calculated in GULP, using eqn (3)23

Lattice parameter
Y BVS
Ti BVS
O(8b) BVS
O(48f) BVS
Y site potential (V)
Ti site potential (V)
O(8b) site potential (V)
O(48f) site potential (V)

Fig. 8 The mean energy value across the thirty runs for: (a) TiO2,
(b) SrTiO3, (c) Y2Ti2O7. The four curves in each plot refer to random
swapping (black), and BVS (red), site potential (green), and BVS+ (blue)
directed swapping.

experimental ground state compared to the force-field ground
state. Given that there is not an ideal value to compare to for
the site potential, it is harder to determine how well the
site potential for each atom is modelled, however, we can
compare the experimental structure with the force-field
structure. When we apply our force-field to Y2Ti2O7, Table 5
shows that the Ti and O(8b) atoms lie in deeper potentials
compared to the experimental structure, whereas the Y and

This journal is © the Owner Societies 2020

Experimental
structure

Force-field
structure

DFT
structure

10.09 Å

10.32 Å

10.17 Å

3.05
4.19
2.58
1.98

2.42
4.03
2.25
1.78

2.95
3.93
2.46
1.89

31.1
45.6
23.4
24.1

29.2
46.1
23.9
23.4

31.1
44.9
22.9
23.9

O(48f) atoms lie in shallower potentials after the force-field is
applied. This follows the same trend as for the bond valence
sum. In particular, we can see that when considering the O
atoms, in the experimental structure the O(48f) atoms lie in a
deeper potential than the O(8b) atoms, but this is reversed in
the force-field structure.
This then helps to explain why we find that directed swapping is so ineﬀective for Y2Ti2O7. The directed swapping
method leads the search of the PES towards structures that
have the ideal BVS or site potential values for each species.
However, the ground state of the force-field has atoms with
values that diﬀer significantly from the ideal values. Hence, the
eﬀect of directed swapping is in fact to push the exploration of
the PES for Y2Ti2O7 away from the ground state. For the DFT
ground state, the lattice parameter, BVS and site potential
values are much closer to the values for the experimental
ground state compared to the force-field ground state. This
suggests that the directed swapping method would be more
eﬀective if DFT were used for energy calculations with Y2Ti2O7.
However, the BVS still suggests that the O(8b) atoms are still
overbonded in the DFT ground state structure, which will limit
the overall eﬀectiveness of directed swapping for Y2Ti2O7. It is
important to note however, that this does not necessarily mean
that the directed swapping method cannot work for Y2Ti2O7,
merely that the use of the BVS and site potential to rank atoms
is not appropriate for Y2Ti2O7. Indeed, we have already seen
for SrTiO3 that site potential directed swapping proved more
eﬀective than BVS directed swapping. If another model was
used to calculate the chemical environment of the atoms
that did fit well with the ground state of our force-field for
Y2Ti2O7, then the directed swapping method may prove eﬀective once more.

Conclusion
We have shown how the evolution of structures found in crystal
structure prediction can be chemically directed, and practically
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Fig. 9 The method used to eﬃciently swap atoms such that each atom is replaced by one of a diﬀerent species. For the original order shown in (a) we
populate the sites for a new order of the atoms in (b)–(d). In (b) we identify sites 4–9 as being available for the red atoms, since sites 1–3 held the red
atoms originally. The red atoms are placed in sites 4, 6, and 9. In (c) we identify sites 1–3, 7–8 for the green atoms. This is because sites 4–6 held the
green atoms originally, and site 9 is already occupied. We place the green atoms in sites 1–3. In (d) only site 5 is available for the blue atoms, however, we
cannot place three atoms on one site. Therefore, we place the blue atoms in the remaining sites: 5, 7, and 8. Since we have two unswapped atoms, we
must swap those individually. In (e) we identify sites 1–4, and 6 as not containing blue atoms in either the old or new order, and swap the blue atom in site 7
with the green atom in site 2. In (f) we identify sites 1, 3, 4, and 6 as not containing blue atoms in either the old or new order, and swap the blue atom in
site 8 with the red atom in site 4.

applied this approach with the method of chemically directed
swapping. This method has been implemented in ChemDASH,
which explores the PES using a basin-hopping algorithm with
new structures generated by swapping atoms and vacancies.
Directed swapping is implemented in ChemDASH by using the
bond valence sum or electrostatic site potential to evaluate the
environment of each atom, ranking the atoms of each species
according to how well the environments compare to the ideal.
We find that ChemDASH reliably succeeds in finding ground
states which have a range of diﬀerent structure types. For
titanium dioxide we find that directed swapping finds both
the ground state and one of the stable polymorphs faster than
swapping at random. Similarly, site potential-based directed
swapping finds the ground state of strontium titanate faster
than random swapping. However, for yttrium titanate, we find
that directed swapping is less eﬀective than random swapping,
because the models we used to rank the environment of
each atom are not well suited to the ground state pyrochlore
structure of Y2Ti2O7. Nevertheless, ChemDASH succeeds in
finding the ground state structure of Y2Ti2O7 in the vast
majority of cases. Given these findings, a clear direction for
future development of the directed swapping method is to
investigate chemical models that can be used as alternatives
to the bond valence sum and electrostatic site potential for
measuring the chemical environment of atoms and vacancies
in crystal structures. This should enable the approach to work
eﬀectively for a wider variety of structures. In addition, the
atom rankings do not currently inform the choice of how
many atoms are swapped. One possibility is to swap all atoms
that are beyond a cut-oﬀ value of how their environment
compares to the ideal environment. The value of such a cut-oﬀ
would need to be carefully considered, particularly given that
swapping atoms will also aﬀect nearby unswapped atoms –
although this impact may be mitigated through structural optimisation. Chemically directed structure evolution can be applied
to any method used to explore potential energy surfaces, for
example as a fitness function in a genetic algorithm, with the
potential to enhance their abilities at discovering new materials.
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Appendix: algorithm for swapping
atoms
The aim of our algorithm for swapping atoms is to eﬃciently
construct and perform a swap of the atoms where we ensure
that all atoms and vacancies involved in the swap are replaced
by atoms (or vacancies) of a diﬀerent species. This approach
succeeds in this aim because we can guarantee a non-trivial
swap of all of the atoms, and the performance of the algorithm
is such that the time taken to swap atoms is negligible
compared to the time taken to optimise structures. Within this
algorithm, vacancies are simply treated as a special type of
atom. This algorithm covers how atoms are selected once
the swap group and number of atoms to swap have been
established.
Generating a shortlist
The first step to ensuring a non-trivial swap of the desired
number of atoms, m, from the chosen swap group is to choose
the atomic species of each atom that we will swap. In order to
do this we first need to generate a shortlist of atomic species to
choose from, such that any choice of m atoms from the shortlist
will enable a non-trivial swap to be performed.
It is impossible to swap atoms non-trivially if there are more
than m/2 atoms of a single species. Therefore, the shortlist
consists of m/2 entries for each species of atom (rounded down)
included in the chosen swap group. If there are fewer than m/2
atoms of a particular species in the structure, then the number
of entries in the shortlist for that species is instead equal to the
number of atoms available in the structure.
Having constructed the shortlist we then check that it
contains at least m entries. If it does not, which can occur if,
for example, we wish to swap an odd number of atoms from a
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swap group that contains only two diﬀerent species, then we
reduce the number of atoms we will swap by one and construct
a new shortlist. This ensures that we maintain the principle of
being more likely to swap a smaller number of atoms than a
larger number, whilst insisting that we perform a non-trivial
swap. If the shortlist does contain at least m entries then it is
guaranteed that a choice of any m entries results in a list of
species that can be swapped non-trivially. Having generated a
valid shortlist we choose m entries from it at random, which are
the species of the atoms that we will swap. We then need
to choose specific atoms of those species in the structure,
recording their positions. This is done either at random
or according to the appropriate ranked lists in the directed
swapping method.

fifteen X atoms (vacancies). Neglecting the vacancies (as they are
most abundant), we have ten atoms. If we were to swap every atom
with a vacancy, this gives a maximum of 20 atoms to swap, which
is less than the maximum number of atoms and vacancies in the
system. We next need to choose how many atoms to swap, we will
consider a swap involving seven atoms.
The shortlist for a seven-atom swap involving Sr, Ti, O and X
atoms is then:

Performing the swap

which we then select from the structure.
Our next task is to reorder the swap list (7) according to the
procedure in Section A.2 and Fig. 9. This may proceed as
follows:

The method used to eﬃciently perform a swap involving many
atoms is shown in Fig. 9. We first take the list of the species of
each atom and rearrange it with the aim that each atom in the
original list is changed for one of a diﬀerent species in the new
list. In order to achieve this outcome eﬃciently, we perform this
swap on a species-by-species basis. We begin by distributing
the atoms of the most abundant species in the swap list
amongst the sites that they did not occupy in the old list. Then,
for each subsequent species, we distribute the atoms amongst
the sites that they did not occupy in the old list and are
unoccupied in the new list. We work from the most abundant
species in the list down to the least abundant species. If all of
the atoms lie in diﬀerent sites compared to the original list,
then we have completed a non-trivial swap of the species under
consideration.
However, as in Fig. 9(c), a situation may arise where the
number of unoccupied sites that did not contain a particular
species is fewer than the number of atoms of that species. In that
case, we simply distribute the atoms amongst the remaining
unoccupied sites (Fig. 9(d)). We then need to deal with unswapped
atoms. We do this by first identifying all atoms that occupy the
same position in the new list as they did in the old list. For each of
these atoms in turn, we swap it with an atom in a site that is not
occupied by an atom of the same species in either the old or new
lists, as shown in Fig. 9(e) and (f).
We have now generated a new ordering of the list of the
species of the atoms we are swapping. In order to swap the
atoms we have selected we reorder the list of their positions in
the same way as their species, and apply the new positions to
the selected atoms.
Worked example
To illustrate the procedure for swapping atoms, we will consider
a real example. For a structure containing two formula units
of Strontium Titanate and fifteen vacancies, we have a total of
25 atoms and vacancies. We first need to choose the group of
atoms to include in the swap, we will choose the ‘‘all’’ group, and
hence consider a swap involving all atoms and vacancies. We now
need to determine the maximum number of atoms we can swap
non-trivially. We have two Sr atoms, two Ti atoms, six O atoms and
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O, O, O, Sr, Sr, Ti, Ti, X, X, X.

(6)

The shortlist is valid as it contains more than seven entries.
The atoms that we choose to swap may then be:
O, O, O, Sr, Ti, Ti, X

(7)

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00

, , , , , , , ,

00 00 00

, , , O, 00 , O, O,

Ti, 00 , Ti, O, 00 , O, O,
Ti, Sr, Ti, O, 00 , O, O,
Ti, Sr, Ti, O, X, O, O.
All atoms have been swapped after the initial repopulation,
so we now assign the positions to the atoms according to this
new order, and our swap is completed.
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